REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE KITS
RPM108, RPM110, RPM622, RPM624

GENERAL
Use the enclosed cartridge with the Beta 98 or the Beta 91 condenser microphones.

APPLICATIONS
RPM108 C (Cardioid): Recommended for general purpose sound reinforcement applications requiring good rejection of ambient noise. Use of windscreens highly recommended.

RPM110 SC (Supercardioid): Recommended for sound reinforcement applications requiring high rejection of ambient noise. Use of windscreens highly recommended.

RPM622: Chrome case with interface board for Beta 91.
RPM624: Painted case with interface board for Beta 98.

CHANGING CARTRIDGES
Beta 98: To replace the cartridge, remove it from the microphone by unscrewing it. Install the replacement cartridge by screwing it onto the microphone.

Beta 91: Unscrew and remove the top grille assembly to access the cartridge. Use the supplied hex key to loosen the hex nut on the bottom of the unit. Slide the cartridge housing out of the unit, unscrew the old cartridge, and screw on the new cartridge. When replacing the housing in the unit, be sure the connector at the back of the housing is pointing up. Use the supplied hex key to tighten the hex nut on the bottom of the unit. Reassemble and attach the top grille assembly to the unit.